Our growing company is looking for a high voltage electrician. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for high voltage electrician

- Read and interpret equipment manuals to perform required maintenance and service
- Prepare and maintain accurate records with regard to annual inspections of equipment and electrical systems
- Event Coverage to include, but not limited to tie-in show power, shore power and all event related equipment
- All duties and responsibilities of the Electrician II classification
- All duties and responsibilities of the High Voltage Electrician I classification
- Perform repair and maintenance work on energized high voltage circuits, including the removal of fuses, links, and buss connections
- May respond to emergency situations during or after hours, holidays and weekends for the purpose of resolving immediate concerns
- Performs duties in a timely, accurate, and cost-effective manner
- Installs and maintains various lighting systems on Redstone Arsenal including street lights, security lights, traffic lights, and airfield lighting
- Interfaces with customer and assures proper accountability of parts and time for each individual task

Qualifications for high voltage electrician

- A valid state class B CDL is required
- Personnel background investigation
- This position has been designated as an Inclement Weather position
• See How to Apply section for submission of required supplemental documents